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CHAPTER I 
INTRO:OU CTI OH 
Budgeting is a process of resource allocation. The 
process may be applied within any revenue c~nerating entity, 
whether it is a proprietorship or a corporation, profit or 
nonprofit, manufacturing or service organization. Operating 
budrets allocate the current revenue stream generated by 
the normal flo~ of goods a~d services, and capit~l budcets 
rcdi~tribute the total rnsources of an entity in a manner 
that maximizes total revenue o?er the long term planning 
horizon. Cno, therefore, could conclu~e that the budietary 
concept is an intcrcral part of organizationDl manaeoment, 
•.•rhctlwr it finar,cL:al ;lsn~inc for a 2~all firm or for 
the larg(:· cor:srotj_on. B~~-2~'.-10.'.:, (?(;) thinks the process of 
budrnting is en inr::,:tricD.ble ,;::?rt of the art of manae;ement. 
Some for:-:-, of bucL-·,:_;tinc is today an ab~olutely necessary 
tool for the financial pl~n~ins of business firms. Banks and 
' r··' 'Y'l ,J; .;r~+-"i·, t-i ,.,. , .. ;.,·c;. ch~1r,r;:,} f·urr1~ (1'•uara!1.tco 
-1a~ious ~ . .1u .~c .L-·~'-'--"J .O.i.::, .... l .1 ."'···-·· - .1v....,, u - • ~~, 
' . ' t' ' f ~· . J . ' t , . ana rrovi~e oner types o 11nanc1a. asE1stance o ousiness 
firrr,s, rccnr:..i a weJ.l functioninp, bud;:etary system as a 
necessary precondition for their positive decisions. 
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Budgeting can ~rovide valuable guides to both hich 
level executives and rniddle manaremcnt personnel (18). 
Well formulated and effectively developed budgets make 
subordinates aware that to~ managGmcnt has a realistic 
understanding of the nature of operations in the business 
firm. Such a burtgct can be an important co~rnunciation link 
between ton management and the divisional personnel whom 
they guide. Business operations in today's economic 
environment are complex and are subject to heavy competitive 
- -
pressures. In such an environment, ma~y kinds of changes 
take place. The rate of growth of the economy as a whole 
fluctuates and these fluctuations affect different 
industries in a number of different ways. If a firm plans 
ahead, the budget and control process can provide management 
with a better basis for understandine the firm's operation 
in relation to faster reactions to developing events, thus 
increasing the fir~s's ability to nerform effectively. 
Ralnh L. Benke Jr ( 2) thinks the effective operating 
budget process of today is thrf.;e dimensional (Figure 1). 
The first dime~sion is the use of budgets as a plan~ing 
device; the second is tte use of the budcet as a feedback 
device to insure that the employees of the organization 
are adhering to the plan, and the third is behavioral 
considerations. He think2 that the effective operating budget 
is one that devises plans in a manner that brings about 
a commitm0.nt of the e~ployees to the success of the plan 
2 
and est~blishes feedback that encourages the continu2ticn 
of the co~mitmcnt. 
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If the bchavior~l i~plicntions dimension is ignored, 
Ralph L. Benke Jr ( 2) thinks that one or all of the 
following problems may occur: 
1. Budgets, as a pl.:urnin:; devicu, ':till not '::,c as 
effective as they could be. 
2. Reports comparing actucl performance to budeeted 
perfor~ance will not accurately reflect the extent 
to which plans arc bcinc accomplished by depart-
ments of crGnnization. 
3. 'l'he budgets may not be prer.,,1.rC:d or utilized in a 
manner that motivates employees to take actions. 
that are in the best interest of the organization. 
~. In cxtrc~c inst~nces, i~rrcrcr preparation er 
utilizcti0n of budgets may cause severe internal 
problc~~, such ns depressed morale, that affects 
the overall well-being of the organization. 
This report ~ill not discus2 the above three 
dimensional questicns but ~ill e~phasize ho~ to employ 
the lincDr progra~ming model to extend many of the elements 
of the conventional budget~ne procesE into a sicnlc 
etraightfoward set of algebraic forEulas. 
Traciitionelly the budcet is built alone functional 
lines. A typical procedure is to develop sales, inventory, 
production, purchasing, cash, and cnrital expenditure, as 
4 
well as research and develc~~crt tudcets which are then 
assembled into a master budget together with the projected 
financial statements (17). 
Many authors state that the sc1lr_:;s sud0ct rrnst b:_· tc:,kcn 
as a starting point and the other buo.rcts n1:::t be adjuctec. 
to it. Figure 2 represents a .. cor;;: on hud[8tinc: r:coc ec1u re) 
where we start r.'j_th the .sales llu6.t;e;t ,-:in::l L'ove to production, 
purchasing, and cash budgets. The sales budget is first 
developed on the basis of demand data by the use of a 
sales forecacting model. The sales budget and the beginni~g 
balance of the finished products are then used to dcvelcp 
the production budget. The capacity required by the planned 
production is compared to the available capacityo If the 
available capacity exceeds the required capacity or is 
equal to it, we can consider the production budget to be 
final and can move to the next functional budget. If the 
available capacity is less than the required capacity, 
we ~ust return to the sales budget and leave out enough 
products to bring the required capacity to the level of 
the available capacity. When the sales and production 
budgets are adjusted to each other, we can prepare the 
budgets for the service departments. Fu therrrnre, we can 
take the planned production and expand it into parts 
and raw material requirements. The fabricating parts and 
raw materials required for production and the beginning 
5 
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balance of fabricating parts and raw materials are then 
used to develop the required purchases of fabricating parts 
and raw materials. When we add these purchases to the 
supplies needed by the various production and service 
departments, we can develop the purchasing budget. 
Starting from the initial balances reported in the 
firm's financial statements and taking into account the 
effects of sales, production, service department, and 
purchasing budgets as well as from capital expenditure 
and research and development budgets, we can figure out the 
financing needs for the period. The financing requirements 
are then compared to the available financing. If the available 
financing does not cover the needs, we must return to the 
sales budeet and revi~e it by excluding products wh~ch 
tie up a considerable amount of funds in relation to their 
contribution. Then we must revise the remaining functional 
budgets to bring them in line with the revised sales budget. 
Figure 2 assumes that the capital budget as welJ as the 
research and development budget have been developed 
independently of the other functional budgets. A possible 
way to reduce the required financi~g is to decrease the 
planned investrneLts in capital aesets, or to ~ake cuts in the 
R&D budget. Another possibility is to decrease the planned 
ending balances of finished products, parts, and raw materials. 
When the functional plans have been adjusted to the 
7 
available financing, we can finally compute the projected 
income statement and projected balance sheet. If the 
planned profit is not satisfactory in relation to the 
capital employed in operations, we must return to some 
functional budget, revise it to imnrove the profit position, 
and then go through a chain of revisions in other functional 
budgets. This makes the finding of an optimal master plan 
very difficult. However, as shown in Figure 3, the technique 
of linear programming makes it possible to optimize the 
firm's profit objective under constraints on sales, 
production capacity, purchases, financing, utilization of 
personnel, physical facilities, corporate goals, etc., 
and derive a budget very quickly. Further, it is interesting 
to note that there is no starting point specified in 
Figure 3 since all inputs are considered sirr.ultaneously. 
In this paper, the linear programming concept is applied 
to solve tte firm's budgeting problems, and therefore 
produces a cash budget, production budeet, purchase budget, 
projected income statement, and a projected balance sheet 
simultaneously rather than developing them in successive 
stf,ps. 
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Figure 3 
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CHAPTER II 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
Linear Programming Ifodel 
The basic problem of linear programming, determining 
the ontimal value of a linear function subject to linear 
constraints, has been successfully applied to several areas 
of economic activity. Oil refinery operations is the largest 
single field of application. It is of great interest to top 
manaeement, not only because of its precise results, but 
also because of its applicability to many problems of 
varying complexity. 
The calculations needed in linear programming are very 
simple but for mere realistic problems they have to be 
performed so many tiffies that it is very tedious to do them 
by hand or desk calculator. However, all calculations can 
be performed on a comuuter which can handle problems of 
a size which could not be solved otherwise. 
Essentially, linear programming provides a means of 
selecting from a set of variables, according to cost, 
contribution or the like, in order to most effectively 
achieve a certain goal or objective. In applying linear 
programming to a problem, it is necessary to state the 
10 
relationshin bet~een the associated VRriable in a set of 
linec,r ec)UP.t:1.o!': s. There fore, the r;eneral linear pro cram-
ing formulation model can be shown as follo~s: 
Subject to 
With 
r7 -
{J -
n 
>-j-1 
c.x. 
J J 
X. ~ 0 
J 
Additionally, it should be ernnhacizcd that the linear 
programming ~odel uresented above can have other forms. 
Usually, it is assumed that the bi~ O, but in some instances 
it may be desirable to allow bi~ O, for some i. Although 
the problem presented above was formulated as a profit 
mcJxir!:.iZD tion, it creates no co~nlications to minimize 
the obj0ctive function z. Further:nore, the constraints 
need not be of the form, ' less than or equal to' (f), 
but instea~ can be of the form, 'creater than or equal to' 
(~), or they cc::n be strict ' equalities' (=). 
11 
Problem Identification 
T&inan-Paints Incorporated, manufactures paints for 
both i.ndustd.al uses and home painting in Taiwan. There are 
a larce number of different shades of color and quality. 
There a~c two product groups, industrial paints and house 
paints. ~1e unit of both paints is composed of ten gallons 
which is the minimum order size. The best sales season is 
spring and early summer. It is 11-Jvr the r:1iddle of April and 
the planning of operations for Eay is in process. The 
marketing manacement estimates that the firm can sell 
durine the month of May, at most 3,600 units of industrial 
paints and 2,000 units of house paints. The sales price, f.o.b. 
at the factory, is $ l~50 per unit for industrial paints. 
The normal terms of payment call for a 50 per cent payment 
on delivery and the remainder during the following month. 
The sales price of house paints is somewhat hieher, $ 600 
per unit, but on other hand, the financing requirements for 
this product are much heavier for it is sold on one month 
credit. 
On the basis of the operations in April, the product-
ion manager estimates that the ending inventory for the 
month will be 600 units for industrial paints (INVENI). 
The peak sales sea~on is in May and the stocks may be 
12 
reduced during the month. The ending inventory for May is, 
therefore, only 360 units. The ending inventory for house 
paints (INVENH) for the month of April is 200 units. Since 
the season for house paints is June, the management 
requires the May ending balance to be at least 400 units. 
Work in process is assumed to remain at a constant level 
during the planning period. 
The standard use of raw material is 2 units for each 
unit of industrial paint and 3 units for a unit of house 
paint. The beginning balance of raw material is 400 units. 
The raw material inventory is at an abnormally low level. 
For this reason, the management wants to increase it by 
the end of May. The required ending balance is 750 units. 
The standard price of raw material is S 140 per unit. 
The terms of payment are 75 per cent down and the rest one 
month later. 
Production is carried out in the mixing and packing 
departments. Both products go through both departments. 
The mixing of raw materials requires 2.5 standard labor hours 
for industrial paints and 3 standard labor hours for house 
paint per unit of product. The packing operation standard 
time is 0.2 hours per unit of nroduct for both product groups. 
The total mixing capacity is 13,000 hours (PRODCAN) and 
the total packing capacity (PRODCAP) is 1,200 hours in May. 
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TABLE 1 
Administrative Expenses: 
Insurance 
Miscellaneous general expenses 
Total administrative expcnEes 
S ] e c::, DX . • a. o .r, _per..ses. 
Der,reci.:-,. t:i.cn-storc ocui.1:;n,er t 
Dc'p--,,...cc1· -.,·-i ···1,-c1 r., 1 i ""·"'''; ·· u..: r:t 
, " < ..... __ ..__. - ··'--'-'--·'-'-'-~· cq_ 'J.rr.:c. 
Dcprccieticn-bui:l~~r 
/. C' ;,c:-('J...; ec.: r:. r· . 
.. '\. ..- '"-'-· \,,"_L~-- ... t. 
E:tore currl5.e:£ 
t-:isc ellaneou s 
Total sales expenses 
Production Expenses: 
Depreciatio~-equipment 
Depreciation-factory building 
Fo~erhousc expense 
Rennirs 2nd ~2intenance 
Insurance 
Miscellaneous exnenses 
Total productio~-expenses 
Total fixed overhcc.d 
20,000 
60,000 
300 
7CC 
5C<" 
180,0GC 
GO, OC~C; 
20 ,C·CC 
25,000 
5,000 
70,000 
50,0CO 
10,CCO 
30 ,c:·c 
~~ 80 ,ooo 
(' I' 
,;. 2c7, 500 
$190,000 
$ 537,500 
Direct •::cz_cs and associated vari&ole overhead costs are 
S 12 per stan~ard labor hour in the mixing department and$ 8 
per Et.sndLrd lble:r hour in the packing department. The firm 
uses a variable standard cost system where only the 
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variable costs are considered to be nroduct costs. The 
controller has prepared a variable overhead cost bude0t 
for May. Fixed costs are subdivided into depreciation 
and other fixed costs, About 80 per cent of other fixed 
cost must be paid in cash during tho ~lanning pericid. The 
remainder is paid in the follo~ing month. The classifi-
cation of fixed cost is shown in Table 1. 
The beginnint: balance as of the first of Hay is given 
below. 1hc accounts receivable balance is the result of 
sales in April and it can all be collected during ~ay. 
Beginning Balance Sheet 
Cash $ 280,000 Accounts Payable 
Accounts Receivable 1,875,000 Ravr }:ate rial $ 1,020,000 
Finished Product l/! ,·,ages 18,650 
Industrial Paints 186,960 Fixed 
., 96,000 .c,xnenses 
House Paints 91,520 Incor1e '1,a:--~ 150,000 
't.'orl~ in Process 117,100 Bank Lo ens 1,000,000 
Rav, ;.:aterial 56,ooo Share Canital 1,200,000 
Fixed AsEet 1,260,000 Undistributed Profit _381,9_30 
$ 3,866,580 $ 3 8c.h c=.oo , u v' /V 
15 
Raw materials have been purchDsed in April in accordance 
with normE>.l Uc\/l:.211 t t;,rmc. No changes are expected in the 
reD~ins at a constant level over the period. Accrued fixed 
expcnce2 and income taxes shown in the bec.:inning balance 
r t b • :l • 1.r nus e pD.la in 1·,ay. 
E)~isting b .. "nh: lonns must be 2.mortized to the total 
of$ 400,000 during Vio.y. If the firm needs additione.l 
financing in May, it take a new loan. The :oan can b2 
any nrnount up to the J.imi t of ~t 600,000. ~;cisting locms 
and the new loan carry an inte:cef;t of 12 per cent e.nnually~ 
How funds co.11 be otto.ined fror.1 30 day notes wj_th interest 
payable in advance. I~ the projcctea incore staterrent, we 
will observe only the interest for the first month. There 
are no dividend yayments during Nay. The same is true for 
ne~ capital expenditures. rhe cash balance at the end of 
April is hj.ctcr tlwn u~:uo.l. :'he t!'easurer estimates that 
n closing balance of ~ 150,000 covers the n:ini~:ur.1 safety 
requirements at the end cf I<ay. 
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Data Collection 
There are two product groups, industrial paints and 
house paints. The marketing rnanag~ment has analyzed the 
demand conditions and has come to the conclusion that 
the ~pper limits of the sales of th0 two products are as 
shown in 'l'able 2. 'l'he table shows .also the estimated sales 
price. The two products are not substitutes. 
Product 
I 
H 
TABLE 2 
DEMAND OF THE PRODUCTS 
Selling Price, 'J/Jni t 
$ 450 
$ 600 
Selling Possibilities 
Units 
3,600 
2,000 
Table 3 delineates the required plant capacity for 
each product and also sho':rs available capacity. 
17 
Department 
Eixing 
Packing 
Product 
I 
H 
TABLE 3 
REQlJIRF:D P.RC\)UCTS CAPACI'l'Y AhD 
TOTAL AVAILABLE CAPACITY 
Re oui red Ce!)aCi ty h ./unit 
Pioduct I Product H 
2.5 
0.2 
Production 
PI 
PH 
3.0 
0.2 
TABLE 4 
De.sired :S:n:iint:: 
In v0n tory Units 
360 
400 
18 
Available Canacity 
Hours 
13,000 
1,200 
3esinning 
Inv0ntory Units 
600 
200 
RAW 
Table L~ pres en ts the inventory budget of finished 
products. The required ending inventory must be based on 
the subjective estimates of manaeement. 
Table 5 shows the beginning balances and desired ending 
balances of raw materials and the standard costs of raw 
materials. These costs will be employed to develop the 
purchasing and cash budgets as well as the projected income 
statement. It is clear that the existence of a standard cost 
system is a factor which greatly simplifies the data 
collection worlc of budget modele. 
' 
'rABLE 5 
USAGB AND RAW MATERIAL INVENTORIES 
USAGE, UNIT I TOTAL DESIRED BEGilH;IlrG 
' 
P::1ICE 
~'l'SRI/,1 UHIT OF PRODUCT AI-;OUI:T USED ENDING BALAi'.,JCE BALAHCE $,,,UNIT 
2 2PI 200 375 $ lL~O R 
3 }PH 200 375 $ 140 
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TABLE 6 
THE VARIABLE COSTS OF PHODUCTS 
Cost Item Product I Product H 
Direct Hat eri.al s 
2 units of mat0rial R a~l40 280.0 
3 units of material R c:· a,~ll~O 420.0 
Direct .. , ,,ages and Veriable Costs 
2.5 hours in mixing a;~l2 30.0_ 
0.2 hours in packing a:;s 1.6 
3.0 hours in m:5.xing a$12 36.0 
0.2 hours in packing aS8 1.6 
11011/\L VAP.It-31.F: CC.STS, $/ u:nT 311.6 457.6 
Table 6 presents the cost structure of the two products. 
This firm uses a veriable standard cost syste~ where only 
the variable costs are consi1ere~ to be product costs. The 
costs for direct ~atcrial must be consistent with the raw 
material usage. The variable costs and direct wages of the firm 
20 
are also shown in Table 6. 
From the beginning balance sheet, we know that the 
beginning balance of cash and accounts receivable are 
adequate for the financing of operations. The dollar 
figures for inventory balances must again be consistent 
with the physical quantities presented in earlier tables. 
The beginning balances of raw materials in Table 5 have 
been multiplied by the standard prices of raw materials. 
Similarly, the beginning balances of finished products in 
Table 4 have been multiplied by the standard costs of 
Table 6. We know that work in process remains at the level 
of the beginning balance during the period bf the problem 
and therefore, we show only a dollar figure. This allows 
us to simplify the model, in that we can establish the 
relationship between the final products and the raw 
materials directly without having to set up another 
set of relationships between work in process and the final 
products. 
The first item on the liabilities side of the balance 
sheet, the accounts payable balance resulting from raw 
material purchases, must be paid during the period. Accrued 
wages in the amount of$ 18,650 must also be paid. However, 
the work force is kept on an even level and accrued salaries 
and wages will therefore, also remain constant from period 
to period. For this reason the beginning balance of 
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$18,650 also represents the ending balance. Accrued inco~e 
tax must all be paid in the planning period. The existing 
bank loan will require two payments during the period, 
interest in the amount of$ 10,000, and the amortization of 
$ 400,000. These payments must be made regardless of other 
plans. The shareholders' capital remains unchanged during 
the period. There are no dividend payments during May. The 
same is true for new capital expenditures. 
The fixed cost shown in Table 7 are subdivided into 
depreciation and other fixed costs. This table is derived 
from Table 1. 
TABLE 7 
FIXED COST BUDGETS 
Fixed Selling :'.xpense 
Depreciation 
Other 
Fixed Administration Expense 
DepreciaU_cn 
Other 
Fixed Manufocturing Exuense 
Deprecicition 
Other 
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80,000 
$ 80,000 
1,500 
260,0CO 
$2~7, 500 
30,CCO 
160,000 
$190,000 
Table 7 also shows the fixed selling, administration 
and manufacturing expenses. About 80 per cent of the other 
fixed cost must be paid in cash during the planning period. 
The remainder is paid in the following month. 
Apart from the data presented in the previous tables, 
we need additional information for the development of the 
model. The beginning balance of accounts receivable will 
be collected during the period. According to the prevailing 
terms of payment, 50 per cent of sales of products are 
collected during the planning period and the remainder 
during the following month. The beginning balance of 
accounts payable for raw material is paid in full during 
the period. The purchase of raw materials, ZR, involves a 
payment of 75 per cent during the same period and the rest 
one month later. The minimum safety requirement is estimated 
to be$ 150,000 by the treasurer. New loans can be taken 
in any desired amount which must not exceed the limit of 
$ 600,000. The note is secured by the firm's accounts 
receivable. The loan interest rate is 12 per cent annually 
and is payable in advance. Finally it is assumed that no 
capital expenditures are made during the planning period. 
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Data Analysis and Model Formulation 
The first step in the procedure is formulation 
of a budget model on the basis of the preceding data. 
Since this company uses a variable standard cost system, fixed 
overhead is excluded from the cost of products and is 
regarded as an expense immediately. The firm's objective 
is to maximize the difference between the sales revenue 
and various costs. In this problem, we must consider 
variable selling, manufacturing and financing costs. The 
objective function can be presented as follows: 
Objective Function 
(1) Max. Z = 
(450 - 311.6)YI + (600 - 457.6) - R 
The objective, z, now stands for the difference 
between the sales revenue and all variable costs, i.e., 
the variable, YI, represents the sales of industrial 
paints, YH, the sales of house paints, and, R, the interest 
expense for the period. The sales price of the industrial 
product is~ 450 per unit. The manufacturing costs are 
$ 311.60. 
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Maximum Sales Constraints 
The objective is to be achieved subject to various 
donstraints. First of all, we must observe the estimated 
maximum demand for both products which was presented in 
Table 2: 
(2) YI 
YH 
~ 3600 
6 2000 
The constraints require that sales of both uroducts 
must be less than or equal to the estimated maximum demand 
of the respective uroctuct. 
Finished Goods Inventory Constraints 
The sales and nroduction of each product must be 
related via constraints which take the beginning and ending 
balances of finished products into account. We let the 
variables, PI and PH renresent the uroduction of the two 
products. Observing the data nresented in Table 5, we can 
formulate the constraints: 
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(3) 600 +PI~ YI+ 360 
200 +PH~ YH + 400 
The first constraint states that the beginning balance 
of industrial paints, 600 units, plus its producti~n, PI, 
t b t th 1 t . h 1 ° VJ d mus e grea er an or equa~ o t e sa_cs, - ., an 
required ending balance, 360 units. The second constraint 
is interpreted in an analorous manner. 
V . r, •t (' t • t 1•1aXl.mUY!J Vcc})E.l.Cl J vQDS I'alil S 
The constraint relating the capacity required in 
the production to availDble canacity is formulated on 
the basis of Table 3: 
(4) 2.5 PI+ 3 PH 
0.2 PI +0.2 PH 
£:. 13000 
L 1200 
Raw Vaterials Inventory Constraints 
The beginning balance of raw material, R, plus the 
amount purchased durine the neriod, must be greater than or 
eaual to the amount used in nroduction and the required 
ending balance: 
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(5) 400 +ZR~ 2 PI+ 3 PH+ 750 
The constraint is interpreted that the beginning 
balance of raw material, 400 units, plus the purchase 
for the period, ZR, is greater than or equal to 2 PI, plus 
3 PH, plus the required ending balance of 750 units. 
Cash Constraints 
TABLE 8 
CASH WORKSHEET 
Available funds 
Beginning cash balance 
Accounts receivable balance 
Less fixed cash expenditures 
Raw materials 
Fixed expense 
Accrued income tax 
Existing loans 
Amortization 
Interest 
Fixed costs 
Sales 
Administration 
Manufacturing 
,it 400,000 {i 
10,000 
$ 64,000 
208,000 
128,000 
$ 280,000 
1,875,000 
$1,020,000 
96,000 
150 ,ooo 
410,000 
L~OO ,000 
Excess of receipts over expeniitures 
Minimum ending cash balance 
Net cash expenditure 
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$ 2,155,000 
2,076,000 
$ 79,000 
150,000 
S 71,000 
The cash constraints require that the beginning cash 
balance plus cash receipts from various sources must be 
greater than or equal to various cash expenditures plus 
the required minimum ending balance. The sum of the beginning 
cash balance and the accounts receivable balance is 
available for the-financing of operations. From this, we 
must deduct the payment for accounts payable, accrued income 
taxes, amortization of existing bank loans, as well as 
interest on the outstanding balance, and the fixed expenses 
payable in cash, as shown in Table 8. 
From the Cash Worksheet, lTable 8), we know that the 
excess of receipts over expenditures is$ 79,000. The amount 
of new loans taken is given by the variable, V. The policy 
of this company is to maintain the desired cash amount of 
S 150,000, thus at end of May, we will see cash balances are 
S 150,000. In this application, there are two sources of 
variable cash receipts, i.e., sales and the proceeds from 
new loans. The variable cash expenditures are caused by 
raw material purchases and direct wages -and variable 
overhead of manufacturing. We get the following constraint: 
(6) (0.5) (450)YI + 79,000 + V ~ 150,00 t 0.75 (140)ZR 
t 31.6 PI+ 37.6 PH 
t (O.Ol)V 
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Fifty per cent of the YI sales revenue is collected in 
the same period in which the sales take place. The variable, 
YI, represents the number of units sold and the sales price 
is$ 450. Therefore, the sales revenue of industrial paints 
is 450 YI, and the cash collections are (0.5) 450 YI. No 
cash collections are taken on house paints, since it is 
sold on one period credit. The variable, ZR, represents 
the unit of raw material, R, purchased. 75 per cent of 
these purchases must be paid during the same period. It 
follows that (0.75) 140 ZR represents the Cflsh expenditures 
resulting from the purchases of raw material, ZR. The direct 
wages and variable manufacturing costs of the products are 
$ 31.60 and$ 37.60, respectively. The total amount of 
cash payments resulting from the production is therefore, 
31.6 PI - 37.6 PH. The interest expense on new loans is 
0.01 V, since the loan will only be outstanding for one 
month and interest is payable in advance. 
The firm can improve its cash position by taking new 
loans if this is desirable. However, the creditors have 
stipulated a limit of$ 600,000. This is taken into account 
by the following constraint: 
(7) V L. 600,000 
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Interest Expenses Constraint 
Finally, we need a constraint to compute the interest 
expenses which were deducted from the contribution in the 
objective function: 
( 8) R : 0. 01 V + 10 , 000 
This equation implies that new loans and existing loans 
require the payment of interest of 1 per cent per period. 
We have formulated the constraint so that the variable, R, 
representes the sum of the interest of new and existing 
loans($ 10,000 ~ $1,000,000 x 0.01). 
All variables must be non-negative: 
(9) YI, YH, PI, PH, ZR, V, R ~ 0 
Linear Program Presentation Model 
This problem has ten constraints in addition to the 
non-negativity constraint to maximize (1) subject to 
the constraints (2) to (9). Rearranging the constraints, 
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we get the following model: 
Maximize Z = 138.4 YI - 142.4 YH 
- R 
Subject to 
YI ~ 3,600 
YH L 2,000 
YI PI b 240 
-YH + PH ~ 200 
2.5PI+ 3.0PH L 13,000 
o.2Pit 0.2PH 6 1,200 
-
2.0PI- 3.0PE+ ZR ~ 350 
225YI -31.6PI-37.6PH-105ZR +o.99V :::,,.. 71,000 
V b. 600,000 
-0.0lV+R = 10,000 
and 
YI, YH, PI, FE, ·ZR, V, R ~ O 
Where 
YI= sales of industrial nainte 
YH = sales of ho~se n~ints 
PI; production of industrial paints 
PH= production of house paints 
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ZR= purchases of raw material 
V = amount of new loans 
R = interest of new loans and existing loans 
TABLE 9 
FOR KEYPUNCHING OF THE INPUT CARDS 
YI YH PI PH ZR V R 1ms 
COI1TFUB 1."38. 4 11+2.4 -1 
SAIJ1~SI 1 3,600 
SAL ESE 1 2,000 
Ii~VENI J. 
-1 240 
PF/OJCAr,; 2.5 3 . 13,000 
PRODCAP 0.2 0.2 1,200 
LCAE 1 600,000 
Ir{VEt;H 
-1 1 200 
RAW .., 
-3 1 350 -c. 
CASH 225 -31.6 -37.6 -105 0.99 71,000 
IN'l1~R:::S'11 
-0.01 1 10,000 
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We can solve this problem using the simplex algorithm 
by hand or computer. We also can use the IBM computerized 
package (MPSX) to obtain a solution. The first step is to 
convert the constraint set to a set of strict equalities. 
When the constraint is ' less than or equal to I inequality, 
it is necessary tQ add a slack variable, (S.), and rewrite 
J 
it as an equality. When the constraint is an equality, it 
is not possible to add a slack variable. However, it is 
handled by use of an artifical variable (A.). Unlike a 
J 
slack or surplus variable, an artifical variable has no 
physical meaning. It is basically a dummy variable that 
is employed to allow the simple and rapid generation of 
an initial basic solution. When the constraint is' greater 
than or equal to ' inequality, it is handled by using a 
surplus variable, (Sj), and again we introduce an artifical 
variable, (Aj), to rewrite it as the equalty. 
Now we can construct an initial simplex, as shown in 
Table 10. 
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CHAPTER III 
PROBLEM SOLUTION AND ANALYSIS 
Analysis of Computer Solution 
The optimal solution of this application is presented 
in Appendix 1. From the computer printouts, we can observe 
that the proeram added a slack variable where appropriate 
and that the slack variables are now in the optimal solution. 
The value of slack variables is the difference between the 
following figures: 
SALE SH 
PRODCAi0l 
PHODCAP 
ACTIVITY 
1,174 
12,522 
947 
UPPER LI?IT 
2,000 
13,000 
1,200 
Unutilized sales of house paints are the difference 
between the upper limit on demand, 2,000 units, and actual 
planned sales, 1,174 units, or 826 units. The upper limit 
of total mixing capacity and total packing capacity do not 
effectively bind the optimal solution. Consequently, the 
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slack variable associated with these two constraints is 
also at a positive level. By deducting the fieure in the 
ACTIVITY column on the PRODCAM and PRODCAP row from the 
figure in the UPPER LIMIT column on the same row, we can 
see that unutilized mixing capacity and packing lines 
exist in the optimal solution. We can now list the opti~al 
program: 
Sales Production 
YI = 3,600 units PI :: 3,360 units 
PH ~ 1,374 units YH - l,17L1- units -
New Loans Raw Materials 
V :: $ 600,00 ZR = 11,192 units 
Interest 
R :: $16,000 
Sensitivity Analysis 
From the MPSX printouts in Appendix 1, we obtain the 
following list: 
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LOWER LIMIT UPPER LII<IT 
SALES I NONE 3,600 
SALE SH NONE 2,000 
IN VEN I NONE 240 
PRODCAM NONE 13,000 
PRODCAP NONE 1,200 
LOAN NONE 600,000 
INVENH 200 NONE 
RAW 350 NONE 
CASH 71,000 NONE 
INTEREST 10,000 10,000 
Algebraically, LOWER LIMIT means the lowest value 
the activity can attain and still be feasible and UPPER 
LIMIT means the highest value the activity can attain 
and still be feasible. For example, the value of LOAN in the 
following figures: 
LOWER LIMIT UFPER LH:IT 
LOAN NONE 600,000 
it indicates that the new loan can be taken between O and 
600,000 and the solution will remain feasible. It is termed 
a feasible solution for the linear programming model if any 
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set of variables (ie, YI, YH, PI, •.. ) satisfies the 
constraint set and the non-negativity restrictions. Obviously, 
there are infinite solutions within the feasible solution 
space. 
In this problem, we are seeking to allocate quantities of 
resources to maximize profit. Observe in the optimal tableau 
in Appendix 2, that the Cj - Zj values for c1 - z1 - O and 
c2 - z2 = o. These values are the marginal values, or 
opportunity costs, associated with the product PI and PH. 
The fact that the opportunity costs are zero for both real 
products, indicate that we are producing as much of each 
one as is possible, given our resource constraints. Observe 
in the optimal tableau in Appendix 2, that the Cj - Zj values 
for s1 , s3 , s6, s7, s8, s9 are 131.69, 97.59, 0.389, 142.4, 
42.4, 0.4, respectively. These values are the marginal values, 
or opportunity costs, of YI, INVEIH, LOAN, INVENH, RA\'! and 
CASH, respectively. For example, we can say that the value 
of these marginal values indicate that the contribution value 
Will decrease by S 131.69 if the availability of YI sales 
is reduced by one unit from its present 3,600 units. The 
marginal value of a resource can also be thought of as 
the change that occurs in the objective function as a 
result of utilizing an incremental unit of that resource. 
Since the main emphasis of this paper is the applica_ 
tion of linear programming to the budgeting process, we now 
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turn to this topic. 
Generation of Budgets 
Taking the computer output, the model, and the under-
lying data, we can now formulate the budgets for the various 
functions of the firm as well as the projected financial 
statements. All of the firm's budgets will be compatible 
since they are derived from the optimal solution. 
Sales, Production and Purchase Budrcts 
The sales budget can be developed by taking the values 
of YI and YH in the optimal solution. 
Sales 
Cost of Sales 
Contribution 
TABLE 11 
SALES BUDGET 
Industrial Paints 
Price Units $ 
S450.oo 3,600 1,620,000 
$311.60 3,600 1,121,760 
498,240 
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Home Paints 
Price Units $ 
$600.00 1,174 704,400 
$457.60 1,174 537,222 
167,178 
The production and inventory bu~Gets can be derived by 
taking the optimal values of the variables, YI, YH, PI, and 
PH. We can also develop the budget for raw material purchases 
on the basis of the production variables, PI and FH, and 
variable for raw material purchases, ZR. 
TABLE J.2 
I":1RODUCTION AHD INVENTORY BUDGET IN Ul.;ITS 
Industrial Paints Home Paints 
Desired Ending Inventory 360 400 
Plus: Sales YI - 3,600 YH - 1,174 - -
Total Requiremrrn ts 3,960 1,574 
Less: Ber:innine; Inventory 600 200 
Ro quired Production PI - 3,360 DU - 1,374 - .I. .u -
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TABLE 13 
BUDGETED RAW MATERIAL PURCHASE IN UNITS 
Desired Ending Inventory 
Plus: Production Requirements 
Total Requirements 
Less: Beginning Balance 
Required Purchase 
Cash Budr;et 
Raw Materials 
750 
2 PI :: 6,720 
3 PH = 4,122 
11,592 
400 
ZR - 11,192 
-
A cash budeet can be constructed with the help of 
terms that appear in constraint 6. We know that the 
ending balance of cash is the required minimum amount of 
$150,000, so new loans are included in the optimal solution. 
Since the loan taken during the period involves interest 
expenses, which reduce the value of the objective function, 
the solution will include new loans only to the minimum 
possible amount. Excessive cash would appear in the model 
only in the case where no new loans are needed. We can set 
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Cash Receipts 
Fixed 
'l'ABLE 14 
CASH BUDGF:'11 
Accounts receivable balance 
Variables 
So.J. e E3 
I: (o.5)(L1-50)YI = (0.5)(450)(3,600) 
H-: (o)(6oo)YH - (0)(600)(1,17L1) 
Hew loens 
Funds Available 
Cash Expenditures 
Fixed 
Accounts -nayable 
Rm•r materia.ls 
Fixed expense 
Income tax 
~xistinc; loans 
Amortizetion 
Interest 
Fixed exrsnseC?rom Table 7) 
Varic1ble 
Production 
I: (31.6)?1 
H: (37.6)Frt 
Purchase 
- (-z,1 'o' (-z.. 7(0) 
_) ...l._ • J _I ' _f '-" \. 
- (3,7.6)(1,374) 
810,000 
0 
1,020,000 
96,000 
150,000 
Lf00 ,000 
16,000 
106,176 
51,662 
$280,000 
1,875,000 
810,000 
600,000 3,285,000 
----- ----------
1,266,000 
L;.16, 000 
400,000 
$3,565, 000 
(o.7r:;)(ll+O)Zrt = (,J.75)(lL,O)(ll,lg2) 117516"' 1 -z-z~ OC8 
_,/ - ' ' - t.,· ' _; __,1 c:_ ' ., ) 3 L l L 9 0 °-
' l- ! ' / '-' 
Ending Cash Balance $150,002 
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up a cash budeet starting from the beginning cash balance, 
adding to it the various cash receints and deducting from it 
the various cash exnendituros on Table 14. 
Projected Income Statement 
TABLE 15 
PROJECTED I~CCME STATEMENT 
Sales 
Less: Standard Cost of Sales 
Contributio:r. 
Less: Interest Exnense 
rl'he value of Objective Function 
Less: Fixed Costs(From Table 7) 
Sales 80,000 
Adrr,ini stra tion 267,500 
f·'.anufocturing 190,000 
Profit Before Tax 
L T I· I -- ('\ ,I ) ess: income· ax\J~~ 
Net Cpe~2ting P~ofit 
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$ 2,324,~00 
1,658,982 
66 5, LtJ.8 
R= 16,000 
649,418 
537,500 
111,918 
55,959 
$ 55,959 
The projected income statement can be drawn up by 
beginning with the contribution of the sales budget and 
deducting from it interest expenses and the fixed cost 
budgets. The fixed costs are given in Table 7. The optimal 
value of variable R gives the total interest expenses for 
both the existing and new loans. 
The projected income statement is computed assuming 
that the federal income tax is 50 per cent and that the 
taxes accrued in this period are paid in the next period. 
It follows that we must include the accrued income taxes in 
the liabilities of the projected balance sheet. We know 
that the firm may take a new loan. This loan carries an 
interest of 12 per cent annually with interest payable in 
advance. Assume that the new loan \'iill be taken for only 
one month. The ontimal value of the objective function can 
be read from computer outputs and is the difference 
between the total contribution and the interest statement 
in Table 15. 
Projected Balance Sheet 
The beginning balance sheet, optimal solution, and the 
projected income statement are utilized to develop the 
projected balance sheet which is given in Table 16. The 
ending cash balance of the cash budget also gives the cash 
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'l'ABLE 16 
PROJECTED BALANCE SEEET 
ASS:~TS 
Current Assets 
Cash (From 'l\~bJ.e lli) 
Account recoiv2ble · 
I : < o • 5) C 36oc1 ) C 1~ 50 ) 
H : ( 600 ) ( 11 7 L;.) 
Inventory 
Raw ffici.teria.ls 
V/ork in -pr~lC ess 
Finished n~oducts 
I: ( 311. 6; ( '360) 
·H: (457.6) U+oo) 
Fixed Assets 
Beginning balance 
Depreciation 
810,000 
701+, lf00 
112,176 
l 8j, 0/.i() 
LIABILITIES AHD srrOCKHOLDEI-/S I EQUITY 
Accounts Payable 
Ra vr material 
(11.fo) Co.25) CJ_J.192) 
Ac c ru e d \'rag c s 
Accrued inco~e taxCFrom 
Accrued fixed exnense 
(500000 - 4n0000) 
Bank Loans 
p . . b l Jeg1nn1ng aiance 
AmorU_zcition 
N evr Loans 
Share Ca,;i tal 
Undistributed Profit 
Be "l·n~]·n~ b-~~nc 0 C) J. J. ...... - - .1. .. C CJ. -'" ,_.._ J j ·~ 
Profit for t~e period 
Table 15) 
1,000,000 
400,800 
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150,002 
1,514,400 
105,000 
117,100 
295,216 
1,260,000 
37,500 
391,720 
18,650 
55,959 
100,000 
600,000 
600,noo 
381,930 
5 c:: era 
_./' j ... / / 
2,181,718 
l) 222, 500 
$ 3,1+011,218 
566, 3.29 
1,200,000 
1,200,000 
L~37, 889 
balance of the balance sheet. The accounts receivable 
balance has been developed by taking the value of the 
variables YI and YH and multiplying these by the fraction 
of the sales prices that remain uncollected at the end of 
period. 
The raw material ending balance is developed by 
multiplying the unit ending balances of Table 13 by their 
respective standard costs. The ending balance of work in 
process is the same as the beginning balance, since no 
change was assumed during the period. The ending balance 
of finished products is the physical inventory of Table 12 
multiplied by the respective standard m2nufacturing costs. 
Fixed assets are reduced by depreciation. 
Accounts payable balances are developed by multiplying 
the raw material nurchases by that fraction of the purchase 
price which is not paid during the neriod. Accrued salaries 
and wages are assumed to remain at the level of the beginning 
balance. Accrued interest is due to the new loans. It is 
the value of the variable, R, in the optimal solution less 
S 100,000 which refers to the interest payments included 
in the fixed cash expenditures. The accrued income tax was 
calculated in the nrojected income statement. The accrued 
fixed expense is the remainder of other fixed costs which 
will be paid in the following month. The end of period 
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loan balance is computed by taking the beginning loan 
balance and subtracting the loan amortization payment from 
it and then adding the new loans taken during May. The 
value of variable, V, is$ 600,000 in the optimal solution. 
Equity is increased during May by the net operating profit, 
$ 55,959. 
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CHAPTER IV 
SUI-1t·1ARY AI'rn CCi\CLU SIOE 
In most C?ses, the master budget is the best practical 
approximation to a formal model of the total organization: 
• t I , . t. 
:L - s OOJSC ives, it's inTuts, and it's outnut. lf ~he rre~ter 
2 'total decision model' for ton management, 
then dec~sions about strategies for the forthcomin~ period 
may be formulated and altered during the budcetary process. 
Traditionally, this has been a step-by-step orocess whereby 
tentative plans are gradually revised (9), This makes the 
finding of an o-ptir:1al r:.a.::ter nlo.n very difficult, because 
the time requirei to ascernoLe tne budget is so great. 
However it is now feasible to take many of the elements of 
the conventional budgeting nroc~ss and convert tne~ into 
a functional ~lanning tool tnrouen the technioue of linear 
programcing. ~anacsme~t can react quickly to events and to 
revisions in :ireciicti-·ns of verious ac--::ects of oper2-tions 
by linear ~roiram~in[. This annlication makes it nossible 
to onti~~ze the firm's profit objective under constraints 
on sales, production capacity, purchases, fin2ncing, 
utilizat~on of personnel and nhyEical facilities etc. 
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In addition to the time savine:, fv:urphy (19) thinks 
that linear programming also provides the following benefits: 
1. Shortening the planning cycle time. By removing 
the computational effort associated with budgeting, 
it is frequently possible to delay the start of the 
budgeting process until all the inputs are available. 
As most budget analysts are well aware, it is 
difficult enour,h to project sales for next month, 
much less give a monthly sales estimate for fiscal 
1982 during June of 1981. Shortening the planning 
cycle time can, therefore, improve the quality of the 
basic sales forecasts because of more reliable data. 
2. Continuous forecasting. By removing much of the 
tedium associated with the budgeting process, it 
becomes feasible to continuously update the 
forecast of operations on a month-by-month basis 
throughout the fiscal year and, in some instances, 
extend the planning horizon of budget preparation 
to a second fiscal year. 
In the future, much of the interaction and interdepen-
dence of deci.sions will be formalized in mathematical models-
'total models' that are sometimes called financial planning 
models (14). These models are mathematical statements of 
relationships in the organization among all of the operating 
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and financial activities,and of other major internal and 
external factors that may affect decisions. Many models 
are constructed and working. They are used for budgeting, 
for revising budeets with little incremPntal effort, and 
for co~paring a variety of decision alternatives as they 
affect the entire firm. The models speed tho bud[et~ry 
process because the sensitivity of income and cash flows 
to various decisions can be tested promptly via a 
simulation (9). Moreover, mathematical probabilitj_es can 
be incorporated in these models, so that uncertainty can 
be dealt with explicitly rather than informally. 
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APPENDIX 1 
MPSX PRINTOUT 
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SIMPLEX PRINTOUT 
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